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ON HYPERSURFACES OF A K-CONTACT METRIC
MANIFOLD AS FIBRED SPACES

By U-HANG KI, JIN SUK PAK AND IN-BAE KIM

o. Introduction.

A structure called an (f, g, u, v, A)-structure induced on hypersurfaces of an almost
contact metric manifold has been studied by many authors (cf. [1J, [5J, [6J).

K. Yano and M. Ako ([1J) studied hypersurfaces of an odd-dimensional sphere as
fibred spaces with one or two-dimensional fibres.

Main purpose of the present paper is to extend the theory developed in Cl]. In detail
we investigate hypersurfaces with a complemented f-structure immersed in a K -contact
metric manifold as fibred spaces with one-dimensional or two-dimensional fibres.

1. Preliminaries.

Let M2n+1 be a (2n+ I)-dimensional almost contact metric manifold covered by a sys
tem of coordinate neighborhoods {O; ye}, where and here the indices K, A, P, l.I, ••• run
over the range {l, 2, ..., 2n+ I} and let (F)..c, Gp)., vl) be an almost contact metric struc
ture, that is,

(1.1)
Fp.cF;."=-iJ;..c+v).v.c, GTflF"TF;.fl=G").-v,,v).,

v.cFl =F)..cvl=o, v).v).=1.

A K -contact metric manifold is characterized by an almost contact metric manifold
with a Killing vector field v-l such that

(1. 2) V"v).=F/.

It is well-known that the following identities are valid in a K -contact metric manifold.
(cf. [7J) , i. e••

(1.3) V-lF"v+R.c-l"vv=O,

(1.4) Rd"vvif=G-l"-v),v,,,

where R.c-l,," are covariant components of Riemannian curvature tensor of M2n+1.
Let M2n be a 2n-dimensional differentiable manifold which is covered by a system or

coordinate neighborhoods {U; xh} (h, i, j, k, ···=1, 2, ..., 2n), and which is immersed in
M2n+l as a hypersurface by the equations

(1.5) y<=y.c(xh).

We put B/=diY and choose a unit vector C.c of M2n+1 normal to M2n in such a way
that 2n+ 1 vectors B/ and C.c give the positive orientation of M2n+1.
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The transforms F/'Bl of Bl by F/' can be expressed as

{1.6)

where II' is a tensor field of type (1,1) and U; is a I-form of M2". Similarly, the trans
form F/'e' of Cl. by F/' can be written as

(1. 7)

where u;=Ujgj;, (gii) = (gj;) -1, gj; being the Riemannian metric on M2n induced from
that of M2n+1. In the sequel we assume that the vector field v" is tangent to M2n, that
is,

(1. 8)

where Vi is a vector field of M2".

Applying F/" to (1. 6), (1. 7) and (1. 8) respectively, we obtain

flp=-ot+ u,-u!' +wd',

Equations (1.9) show that M2n admits a complemented f-structure (cf. [5J) . We now

put f/ g fi=hi, then

(1.10)

by virtue of the second equation of (1.9).

For the hypersurface M2n, the equations of Gauss and those of Weingarten are res
pectively

(1.11)

where kj ; are second fundamental tensor field of M2n and k/=kjtgl i and denote Vj by
the operator of covariant differentiation with respect to the Christoffel symbols Vil form
.ed with gji.

Differentiating (1. 8) covariantly along M2n and taking account of Cl. 2) and (1. 11),
we have

from which,

{I. 12)

{I. 13)

Equations (1.10) and (1. 12) imply

VjVi=fji,

Uj=kjiVi•

{1.I4)

H we differentiate (1.13) covariantly and use (1.12), then

(1.15)
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Differentiating (1. 6) covariantIy along M2n and using (1. 3) and (1. 11), we have

-viRVfJ./B;"BifJ.B/-kijUiB/

= (Vi!!)Bh<+kuJ!C<+ (VIUj)C<-U)iiB/,

from which, applying B<l and C< respectively,

(1.16)

(1.17)

Vdji= - V Rtiji,

VjUi=-r!(Vtkji-V/?'ti) -kjtf/,

where Rijih are covariant components of induced Riemannian curvature tensor.
Equation (1.16) implies that

(1.18) Vdji+Vj!ii+vdij=Q

because of first Bianchi identity.
Combining (1.15) and (1.17), we find

(1.19)

or equivalently,

(1.20)

denoting J:..v by the operator of Lie differentiation with respect to vector field vh.
On the other hand, by the Codazzi equation of M2n, that is,

Vkkji - Vjkki= R1fJ.v<B/'B/ B;"C<

and (1. 4), we obtain

(1. 21)

from which, using (1. 13),

(1. 22) (Vjkij) vjv j = (V ikjj) vjvi=0.

We easily see, from (1. 15) and the third equation of (1. 19),

(1. 23)

And we also find that

(1.24)

(1. 25)

by virtue of (1. 12) and (1. 16).
Finally we put a tensor field of type (1, 2) as

Sjih=!/Vtfih-!/vtfl- (v;I/-Vd/)!th

+ (VjUi-ViUj)Uh+ (VjVi-ViVj)vh.

If the tensor Sj,-h vanishes, then the complemented I-structure is said to be normal (cL
[5J) . We easily verify

(1. 26)
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Dy virtue of (1.14), (1.23) and (1.24).

2. M2n as fibred space with I-d.imensional fibres.

In the sequel we consider M2n with a complemented I-structure immersed in a K
<contact metric manifold M2n+l. We assume in the sequel that the vector field if is re
gular and defines a fibred space {M2n, M2n-l, g, no} with invariant Riemannian metric
because of (1.14), where no is projection

(2.1)

M2n-l being the base manifold.
The distribution whose tangent space is spanned by if is integrable because of (1. 23) .

Thus we also assume that this distribution is regular and consider a fibering of M2n.
Covering M2n-l by a system of 'COOrdinate neighborhoods {V;y"} (a, b, c, ···=1,2, ...,

2n-1), we represent the projection (2.1) as

(2.2) y"=y"(x1')

and put

(2.3)

the rank of matrix (Ei") being always 2n-1. Then (Ei", Vi) forms a local coframe in
M2n. H (E"", if) denotes the inverse matrix of (Ei", Vi), then it forms the frame corres
ponding to the coframe and we have

(2.4)

from which,

E;"vi=O, ViVi=l,

(2.5)

Since we have

(2.6)

we can see that

{2.7) U",,=O.

An arbitrary vector field X" can be written as

(2.8) X"=E",){."+ifX,

where X"=Ei"Xi, X=viXi. If a vector field X" satisfies X"=E""X", then X" is said to
be horizontal. If X" satisfies X"=ifX, then it is said to be vertical.

For a horizontal vector field X"=E""X", we have £.,X"=E"..£r,X". If we assume
that (£"X") El."= 0, then we have £"X"=O, which shows that X" induces a vector field
lC" in M2n-l.

The square of the length of horizontal vector field X"=E"oX" is given by gcbXcXb,
where

(2.9)
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Taking account of (1.14) and (2.7), we see that £vgcb=O, which shows gcb given by
<2.9) defines a Riemannian metric in M2n-l.

From (2. 12) we have

.(2.10)

We can easily see that E,a and E"b are related by E"b=Eiagihgab.
The transform l,hE'b of E'b by II' can be expressed by

li"E 'b=jbaE"a+Pbtl',

from which, Pb=O by virtue of (1. 9) and (2.4) and consequently we have

(2.11) II'Eib= lbaF!'a.

Using (1. 24) and (2.7), we obtain (£,Jba) E"a=O, from which,

(2.12)

which shows that Iba defines a tensor field of type (1,1) in M2n-l.
Applying Ihk to (2. 11) and taking account of (2.4), we have

(2.13)

where

(2.14)

from which,

(2.15)

where (gcb) -1= (gcb).
From the second equation of (2. 14) and using (1. 23), we have .cvu"=O, which shows

that u" defines a vector field in M2n-l.
We can see that uh can be written in the form

U" = Ehaua+ptl',

from which, p=O by the virtue of (2.4), and consequently

(2.16)

Applying ihk to (2.16) and using (2.11), we have

{2.17)

Similarly, we find from (1. 8)

(2.18)

..and

.(2.19)

l}ua=,O.

Thus we have

THEOREM 2.1. Let {M2n, M2n-l, g, n} be a fibred Riemannian space such that M2n is
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(2.20)

differentitible manifold with ctnnplemented f-structure immersed in a K-contact metric
manifold M2n+1, g is the Riemannian metric tensor induced frtnn that of M2n+1, and
11: : .M2"~M21o-1 is a projection defined by the regular vector field tI'. Then M21o-1 has:
an almost contact metric structure.

The van der Waerden'Borotolitti covariant derivative of f7jE"b and f7jEia are given by

f7jE"b=OjE"b+ {li} Eib- {cab} E/E"a,

f7jE/=OjE/- {li} E"a+ {cab} E/El',

where Vb} are the Christoffel symbols formed with gcb.
The co-Gauss and co'Weingarten equations with respect to this covariant derivatives

are given by

(2.21)

and

(2.22)

where hcb is a 2-form of M2n-1 and hca=hcbgba.
Equations (1.12) and (2.22) imply

(2.23)

Thus (2. 21) and (2. 22) become respectively

(2.24)

and

(2.25)

Applying the operator f7c=Eicf7j to ha=fi"E'bE"a, we can find

(2.26) f7cfba=Eic(f7i/t)£lbE"a

because of (2.24), (2.25), ftvi=v"ft=O and VkE"c=O.
From (2.26) we have ,,\,

(2.27)

because of (1. 18).
Thus we conclude

PROPOSITION 2. 2. The base manifold of a fibred space as those stated in theorem 2. r
has a closed 2-form.

Substituting (1. 16) into (2. 26) , we find

(2.28)

where Rcoba=Rjt!'Ei(lfEibEka denote the covariant components of curvature tensor of the
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induced connection Vc (cf. [3J, [4J).
We compute a tensor field of type (1,3) such that

Scba= f/I7,fb a- fb'{7,fc a

- ({7cfb'-{76/c')f,a+ ({7cub-{7bUc)Ua.

Substituting (2.28) into this equation, we find

(2.30)

(2.31)

If we define a tensor field of type (1, 2) such that

8cba=SlEicEj~ha,

then we have £,,8c'/=0 because of (1. 26), which shows that SCba is an induced tensor
field in M2n-l.

Finally we can prove that 8 cba=SCb". In fact,

SjlEicEjbEha

= [ - f/v sRstjh+f/v sRsti +VS (Rsj/-Rsd)fl

+ (l7ju;-{7,-Uj)uh+ ({7jV,--{7jvj)ifJEjcEj~ha

=fc'Reob"-fb'Reoca-- (Rcob'-Rbo/)fea

+ (17cUb- {7bIlc) ua

by virtue of (1. 16), (2. 11), (2. 16) and (2. 28).
Thus we have

THEOREM 2.3. Let {M2n, M2,,-\ g, Jt'} be a fibred space as those stated tn theorem
2. 1. If M2" is normal, so is M2,,-1.

3. M2" as a fibred space with 2-dimensional fibres.

Let M2n-2 be a (2n-2)-dimensional differentiable manifold and denote by Jt' the projec
tion from M 2", as a fibred space, to the base manifold M2,,-2. And let the fibre is a 2
dimensional submanifold of M2" whose tangent space is spanned by uh and if.

Covering M2n-2 by a system of coordinate neighborhoods {V ; ya} (a, b, c, "'=1,2, ''',
2n-2), we can represent the projection Jt' : M2"--}.M2,,-2 by

(3.1)

and put

(3.2)

the rank of matrix (Eja) being always 2n-2. Then a matrix (E,-a, Uj, Vi) forms a local
coframe in M2n. If (Ehb, uh, if) denotes the inverse matrix of (Eja, Uj, Vj), then it forms
-a local frame and

(3.3)

Ej"Ejb=iha,

UjEjb=O,
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from which,

Viti=O,

(3.4)

Since we have

(3. 5)

then we see

(3.6) £1JEha=O, £"Eha=O

because of (1. 22) and (1. 23).

Equation (3.4) shows that an arbitrary vector field Xh can be written as

(3.7) Xh=EhaXa+d'X+0X',

where xa=EiaXi, X'=ViXi, X'=UjXi. If a vector field Xh satisfies Xh=EhaXa, then
Xh is said to be horizontaL If Xh satisfies Xh=d'X+0X', then Xh is said to be ver
tical.

For a horizontal vector field Xh=EhaX" we have

(3.8)

If we assume that (£VXh) Eha=o, (£"Xh) Eha=o, then we have £1Jxa=O, £"Xa=o,.
and consequently Xh induce a vector field Xa in M2n-2.

From (1. 14) we see that vb is a Killing vector field. We assume that, in this section,.
o is a Killing vector field. Taking account of (1.15) and the fact that 0 is Killing,.
we have gh~tJf==O, from which,

(3. 9) £"ff=O.

The square of the length of horizontal vector Xh=Ehaxa is given by gcb)(cXb, where·

(3.10)

Using (3. 6) and the fact that 0, vb are Killing, we have 1:vgc"=O, £,.gc"=O, which
mean that gc" given by (3. 10) define a Riemannian metric in M2n-2. Equation (3. 4) is.
rewritten as

(3.11)

The transform f f Eib of Eib by f f can be expressed by

f/'Ei"=fbaEha+Pbvb+q,,tl',

from which,

(3.12)

because of Cl, 9) and (3. 3), and consequently

f ..hEi"=f,,aEha.

If we take account of (1. 24), (3.6) and (3. 9), then we have

(3.13)
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which imply that fha define a tensor field of type 0, 1) in 1\12n-2.

Applying fAk to (3.12), we have

(3.14)

Applying also gtkf/Wc to (3. 12), we have

(3. 15)

Thus we have

THEOREM 3. 1. Let {M2n, 1\12n-2, g, Jr} be a fibrcd Ricmannian space such that M2n is
differentiahle manifold with complemented f-structure immersed in a K-contact metric
manifold M 2n+1, g is the Riemannian metric tensor induced from that of 1\42n+1, and
Jr : M2n~M2n-2 is a projection defined by the rcgular vector field zI' and v". If zI' is
a Killing, then M2n-2 is an almost Hermitian manifold.

H {7,;Eia and VjE"h are defined by (2.20), then the equations of co-Gauss and those of
co-Weingarten are given by

(3.16)

and

(3.17)
vj'l/'= -heaElEJta' Vju"= - HeaElE\,

where heh and Heh are 2-forms of M2n-2 and hea=he~a, Hea=Hehlta.

From (1. 12) and (3. 16) we find

(3.18) hch=-felr

Applying the operator 've=Eje{7j to fha=f/,Ei~"a, we have

(3.19)

by virtue of (3. 3), (3. 16),
(3. 19)

(3. 20)

Vcfha=Eje({7J/')Ei~ha

(3.17), (3.18) and utf/=vd/=O. From (1.18) and

that is. fea is an almost Kaehlerian structure (cf. [2J).
Thus we have

THEOREM 3. 2. The base manifold of a fibred space as those stated in theorem 3.1 is
an almost K(J£hlerian manifold.

Now we define a tensor field of type (1, 2) such that

Seha=Si'EjeEi~ha.
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Then, taking account of (1.23), (1.24), (1- 25) and (3. 9), we have

(3. 22) £rrSi'=o, £,.8i/'=0,

from which,

(3. 23) £..sCba=O, £"Scba=O

by virtue of (3.5), (3. 6). Equations (3. 23) shows that SCba is an induced tensor field
in .&12.-1•

But we can see that Scba=Scba because of (3. 3) and (3.9). And consequently if Sj/,
=0, then SCba=O, that is, fe" is a Kaehlerian structure (cf. [2J)-

Thus we have

THEOREM 3. 3. Let {M2., .Mz.-z, g, n-} be a fibred space as those stated in theorem
3. 1. If MZ. is normal, then .M2n - Z is a Kaehlerian manifold.
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